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Mathematics teaches us how to make sense of the world around us by developing a 

child’s ability to calculate, to reason and to solve problems.  It enables children to 

understand and appreciate relationships and pattern in both number and space in their 

everyday lives. 

 

Programme of Study 

To deliver National Curriculum expectations, we use the White Rose and Classroom 

Secrets Maths programmes of study. White Rose is a whole-class mastery programme 

designed to spark curiosity and excitement and help nurture children’s confidence in 

maths and is aligned with the Classroom Secrets scheme of learning to ensure that 

learning is meaningful and deep. The aim of using these programmes is that children 

become: 

 fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics, including through varied and frequent 

practice with increasingly complex problems over time, so that pupils have 

conceptual understanding and are able to recall and apply their knowledge 

rapidly and accurately to problems 

 reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, conjecturing relationships 

and generalisations, and developing an argument, justification or proof using 

mathematical language 

 can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a variety of routine and non- 

routine problems with increasing sophistication, including breaking down problems 

into a series of simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions. 

The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through the programmes of study 

at broadly the same pace. However, decisions about when to progress should always be 

based on the security of pupils’ understanding and their readiness to progress to the next 

stage. Pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged through being offered 

rich and sophisticated problems before any acceleration through new content. Those who 

are not sufficiently fluent with earlier material should consolidate their understanding, 

including through additional practice, before moving on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The unit teaching and learning sequence

 

Jottings  

At Winton Primary School we believe children need to be taught how to record their 

thinking and reasoning in mathematics as they describe, replicate and create patterns 

and explore properties and relationships. These skills of recording, using objects, pictures, 

numbers or shapes, help children to see what is and begin to consider what might be. 

They help children to clarify what is the same and what is different. They help children to 

collect evidence when testing general statements or to predict and propose new 

hypotheses. To achieve this, children have blue ‘jottings’ books that are used for 

scaffolded work, to record practical lessons and as means to record jottings in lesson 

where appropriate.  

 

Examples of Jottings:  
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Marking 

Marking in Maths ticks to address correct answers. Green pen is used to indicate where a 

teacher would like a child to revisit their work and check for understanding/rectify an 

error that has been made. Responses to marking are in done in red pen so that the 

teacher can identify where a child has revisited a piece of work and responded to a 

comment or prompt that has been left for them (see above for examples). 

Planning  

Through a child’s school journey there should be a clear development of Mathematical 

understanding, supported heavily with concrete and pictorial, moving through to a 

stronger focus on abstract concepts as they progress through the school.  

At the start of each mathematical unit, teachers should ensure a 

rounded Mathematical experience is achieved for children. Before 

each unit, an overview of everything covered in the Unit should be 

outlined on a cover sheet in the child’s book (see example below.)  

This includes ample opportunities for children to show fluency, 

reasoning, problem solving and addressing misconceptions within 

a unit of work.  

Teachers should also provide children with opportunities to use 

both concrete and abstract resources to support their learning when possible. Planning is 

done in the form of either a plan as outlined below, or saved in the form of teaching slides 

in a yearly group folder. Doing so ensures children have comprehensively taken into 

account the needs of the class through effective planning of LO’s, success criteria, key 

questions and models, differentiated work and plenaries.  

Weekly Planning Format  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Displays 

Displays should be regularly updated in the learning environments to enhance and 

support children’s learning. Key mathematical vocabulary for the unit should be made 

prominent for children to use and should be incorporated into lessons. Children need to 

see working examples and models that they can use, so pictorial, abstract and concrete 

resources should be used when possible to further support children’s learning and 

enhance the mathematical learning environment within the classroom.  
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Maths Covid-19 Recovery Curriculum 

 

Ensuring that children catch up in Maths after lockdown has been placed as an absolute 

priority for Winton and is being approached with the attitude of not ‘if’ they will catch up, 

but ‘when’. Whilst we believe that achieving this comes first and foremost through quality 

first teaching, the school is utilsing the White Rose ‘catch up’ curriculum that interweaves 

key elements of the previous year’s curriculum with the current to equip children with the 

core skills to catch up and succeed. 

 

 

Exemplar Autumn Term Catch Up Curriculums  

 

Year 2 (Catch up lesson indicated with an ‘R’) . 

 


